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You/Poet
I Hope This Reaches You: An American Soldier’s Account of World War I begins in
May 1917 with Byron Fiske Field (1897–1968) boarding a morning train bound for
Detroit with one objective in mind: to help the United States win the war against
Germany. A pacifist at heart, Field had just finished his freshman year at Albion
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College where he was studying to be a Methodist missionary. Although he found the
idea of killing another human to be at odds with his Christian beliefs, like other
Americans he was convinced of the righteousness of World War I—the war to end all
wars—and he was determined to do his part. In recounting Field’s story, Hilary
Connor relied on four principal sources of information found in a footlocker issued to
Field as a member of the 168th Ambulance Company in the 42nd Division—or as it
was more famously known, the Rainbow Division. The first of these sources is a
handwritten diary kept by Byron from February 1918 to July 1919. The second
cache of firsthand information is contained in two books that were co-authored by
Field and other select Company members in the late winter and early spring of 1919,
recounting events and personal experiences of the war—The History of Ambulance
Company 168 and Iodine and Gasoline. The third and perhaps most extraordinary
source is a collection of over three hundred letters written by Field during the war to
his parents and college girlfriend. Included in many of the letters are mementos
ranging from the petals of regional flowers in bloom to Red Cross notices to church
service programs and other pieces of everyday life that proved invaluable in helping
to create a broader and richer historical context. The last category of material is a
voluminous collection of personal papers, including academic articles, speech notes,
and opinion pieces, written by Field in the decades following the war. The breadth of
materials is only further enhanced by the benefit of one hundred years hindsight,
lending itself to a more thorough understanding of many of the momentous events
that occurred during those years. I Hope This Reaches You is a tapestry of human
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experience woven from the narrative threads of love, loss, loyalty, sacrifice, triumph,
and tragedy that will call to any reader of historical memoirs.

Not Yet Married
**I know you don’t want to talk sometimes. Sometimes because it hurts and
sometimes because you’re just not supposed to talk about what you want to talk
about. Sometimes it can be hard to say, “this is beautiful,” when no one else can see
what you see. Or, “Here, this is where the pain is.” But some part of you knows, the
truth about the words you cannot say is that they only hurt until you say them. They
only hurt until the person who needs to hear them, hears them. Because we are
human, and the closest we’ve ever come to showing each other who we really are,
and how we love, is with words. So I’m going to try to say to you here, what I wish
you’d say to me too. Please. Listen. We can change things. Here.

I Hope this Reaches Her in Time
Now a Netflix film starring Sandra Bullock, Sarah Paulson, Rosa Salazar and John
Malkovich! Written with the narrative tension of The Road and the exquisite terror of
classic Stephen King, Bird Box is a propulsive, edge-of-your-seat horror thriller, set
in an apocalyptic near-future world—a masterpiece of suspense from the brilliantly
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imaginative Josh Malerman. Something is out there . . . Something terrifying that
must not be seen. One glimpse and a person is driven to deadly violence. No one
knows what it is or where it came from. Five years after it began, a handful of
scattered survivors remain, including Malorie and her two young children. Living in
an abandoned house near the river, she has dreamed of fleeing to a place where they
might be safe. Now, that the boy and girl are four, it is time to go. But the journey
ahead will be terrifying: twenty miles downriver in a rowboat—blindfolded—with
nothing to rely on but her wits and the children’s trained ears. One wrong choice and
they will die. And something is following them. But is it man, animal, or monster?
Engulfed in darkness, surrounded by sounds both familiar and frightening, Malorie
embarks on a harrowing odyssey—a trip that takes her into an unseen world and back
into the past, to the companions who once saved her. Under the guidance of the
stalwart Tom, a motely group of strangers banded together against the unseen terror,
creating order from the chaos. But when supplies ran low, they were forced to
venture outside—and confront the ultimate question: in a world gone mad, who can
really be trusted? Interweaving past and present, Josh Malerman’s breathtaking
debut is a horrific and gripping snapshot of a world unraveled that will have you
racing to the final page.

Whiskey Words & a Shovel II
From the author of Half Baked Harvest comes her second cookbook with 125 showPage 4/24
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stopping recipes made simple: fewer ingredients, fool-proof meal-prepping, easy
entertaining, and everything in between. Tieghan Gerard is known, both on her blog
and in her debut cookbook, Half Baked Harvest Cookbook, for her stunningly
beautiful meals and thoughtful recipes that taste even better than they look. Half
Baked Harvest Super Simple takes what fans loved most about her debut, and
promises all of those comfort-food forward, freshly-sourced recipes distilled into
quicker, more manageable dishes using trending techniques that sell--from the
almighty Instant Pot to night-before meal prep. Super Simple is the compendium for
home cooks who are just starting out or pressed for time. It teaches the most
important cooking basics and delivers sometimes good-for-you, always hassle-free
meals without sacrificing taste. Whip up everyday dishes like Cardamom Apple
Fritters, Spinach and Artichoke Mac and Cheese, and Lobster Tacos to share with
your family, or plan stress-free dinner parties with options like Slow Roasted
Moroccan Salmon and Fresh Corn and Zucchini Summer Lasagna.

Falling Toward the Moon
Algedonic is an aesthetic outlook on pain and pleasure. Complex emotions simplified
into poetic interludes as only r.h. Sin can express. With his trademark of giving
simplicity to some of the hardest of emotions, Sin reminds us all that there are often
two sides to an emotional story and sometimes the pain transforms into something
beautiful, something less problematic and maybe something that reignites a feeling of
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pleasure.

We Hope for Better Things
Adulting (verb): To do grown-up things and hold responsibilities such as having a
job, paying rent or doing laundry. A verb used exclusively by those who adult less
than 50 per cent of the time. If you've forgotten to pay your council tax, you’re
hungover at work (again) and you’ve been living off pesto pasta for the past
seventeen days, it's time to adult. Authentic grown-up Stephen Wildish has produced
a book for everyone who feels they need assistance getting through the confusing
landscape of the real world.

Half Baked Harvest Super Simple
Born to Love, Cursed to Feel is about love—the good, the bad, and the confusing. It
touches on morals and how when emotions are involved it’s not as black and white.
The poetry is frequently written in a narrative manner that evocatively pulls you in
and makes you feel. This book is about falling in love, bad decisions, and ultimately
growth. The essence of it all is to show that no matter how far one falls all the
mistakes don’t have to be what defines them.
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Master of Rain
Richard Koch has made over 100 million from spotting 'Star' businesses. In his new
book, he shares the secrets of his success - and shows how you too can identify and
enrich yourself from 'Stars'. Star businesses are ventures operating in a high-growth
sector - and are the leaders in their niche of the market. Stars are rare. But with the
help of this book and a little patience, you can find one, or create one yourself. THE
STAR PRINCIPLE is a vital book for any budding entrepreneur or investor (of grand
or modest means). It is also invaluable for any ambitious employee who realises the
benefits of working for a Star venture - real responsibility, fast personal
development, better pay, great bonuses and valuable share options. Whoever your
are, identifying and investing in Stars will make your life much sweeter and richer in
every way.

I Hope This Reaches You
r.h. Sin’s final volume in the Whiskey, Words, and a Shovel series expands on the
passion and vigor of his first two installments. His stanzas inspire strength through
the raw, emotional energy and the vulnerability of his poems. Relationships, love,
pain, and fortitude are powerfully rendered in his poetry, and his message of
perseverance in the face of emotional turmoil cuts to the heart of modern-day life. At
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roughly 300 pages, this culminating volume will be his lengthiest yet.

A Crowded Loneliness
A collection of poetry and prose by S.L. Gray. These are the words that arrive when
you are made up of nothing but skin, bones, and too much love.

Planting Gardens in Graves II
r.h. Sin continues his bestselling series with Planting Gardens in Graves II, another
powerful collection of poetry that hones in on the themes dearest to his readers. This
series celebrates connection, mourns heartbreak, and above all, empowers its
readers to seek the love they deserve.

Skin, Bones, and Too Much Love
the search for peace and clarity.

The Star Principle
Moods for strong women who are weary from heartache.
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I Hope You Stay
The heart will ache, the soul will feel weary, and the mind will be weighed down by
the things you wish to forget. There will be nights when all you have is yourself and
the moon. There will be nights when silence will exist in abundance. And even though
you may feel lonely at first. You must understand that the solitude is a gift; you must
understand that even when alone, you are more than enough.

I Hope This Reaches Her in Time Too
From New York Times bestselling author r.h. Sin, an ode to the women who have
chosen to fight for themselves. A poetic documentation of pain, loneliness, courage,
and triumph.

Vine and Tea
A Beautiful Composition of Broken is inspired by some of the events expressed
artistically by Samantha King in the bestseller Born to Love, Cursed to Feel. It
serves as a poetic documentary of the lives of people who have been mistreated,
misunderstood, and wrongfully labeled in a way that limits them in this world. The
author’s most personal volume yet, A Beautiful Composition of Broken builds a
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conceptual bridge between r.h. Sin’s earliest work and his forthcoming series,
Planting Gardens in Graves.

Flowers on the Moon
LIMITED EDITION E-BOOK EXCLUSIVE! A Crowded Loneliness documents the
thoughts of one mind in isolation and may mirror the emotions of many others.

Don't Tell Me Not to Ask Why
Social media sensation Billy Chapata shares insight and advice into the powerful
world of love, heartbreak, and what comes next. This collection of poetry and prose
will justify heartache and inspire the fortitude to survive and prosper. From
Chameleon Aura author Billy Chapata comes his second major poetry collection,
Flowers on the Moon. Chapata presents his signature blend of experience and advice
through a chaptered series of prose and poetry. Filled with the familiar themes of
love, loss, resilience, and growth From Chameleon Aura but with fresh poems and
new advice, his touching narrative celebrates humanity for its undeniable worth, and
this collection will leave readers warm with hope for growth, rebirth, and, most
prominently, self-acceptance.
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Whiskey Words & a Shovel III
‘Brave and beautiful.’ Stylist Magazine ‘Social media’s answer to Carol Ann Duffy’
Sunday Times STYLE ‘Divine.’ Cecelia Ahern

Algedonic
Crafting together the power of words and womanhood, writer Tanya Markul has
written a completely unique poetry collection fit for the phenomenal readers of today.
In Tanya's words, "May we raise the bar for how we live our lives. May we
ridiculously increase the amount of peace, play, creativity, beauty, love, and joy in
everything we do. May we all sip from the wisdom of our suffering. And awaken with
the courage to share our stories that can heal our inner and outer worlds."

The Boyfriend Book
r.h. Sin returns with a force in Planting Gardens in Graves: a powerful collection of
poetry that hones in on the themes dearest to his readers. This original volume
celebrates connection, mourns heartbreak, and above all, empowers its readers to
seek the love they deserve.
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She Felt Like Feeling Nothing
R.H. Sin’s second volume continues the passion and vigor of his previous publication.
His stanzas inspire strength through the pure emotional energy and the vulnerability
of his poems. Relationships, love, pain, and fortitude are powerfully rendered in his
poetry, and his message of perseverance in the face of emotional turmoil cuts to the
heart of modern-day life. R.H. Sin’s poems are often only a few lines long, and yet
the emotional punch of his language gives these words an enduring power beyond the
short page. He doesn't back away from the pains and struggles of life and love, and
yet his determined, unapologetic voice provides a measure of comfort and a message
of perseverance that is at once realistic and indomitable. This blend of determination
and painful vulnerability gives his poetry a distinctive, engaging flavor.

Every Word You Cannot Say
In this ambitious follow-up to Achilles in Vietnam, Dr. Jonathan Shay uses the
Odyssey, the story of a soldier's homecoming, to illuminate the pitfalls that trap many
veterans on the road back to civilian life. Seamlessly combining important
psychological work and brilliant literary interpretation with an impassioned plea to
renovate American military institutions, Shay deepens our understanding of both the
combat veteran's experience and one of the world's greatest classics.
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She Must Be Mad
Life Is Never Mainly About Love and Marriage. So Learn to Live and Date for More.
Many of you grew up assuming that marriage would meet all of your needs and
unlock God’s purposes for you. But God has far more planned for you than your
future marriage. Not Yet Married is not about waiting quietly in the corner of the
world for God to bring you “the one,” but about inspiring you to live and date for
more now. If you follow Jesus, the search for a spouse is no longer a pursuit of the
perfect person, but a pursuit of more of God. He will likely write a love story for you
different than the one you would write for yourself, but that’s because he loves you
and knows how to write a better story. This book was written to help you find real
hope, happiness, and purpose in your not-yet-married life.

HER.
you have a message from r.h. Sin

Born to Love, Cursed to Feel
"In this powerful first novel . . . Bartels successfully weaves American history into a
deeply moving story of heartbreak, long-held secrets, and the bonds of
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family."--Publishers Weekly, Starred Review "A forbidden interracial marriage, an
escaped slave, an expectant mother waiting for her Union soldier to return--all of
these stories are deftly told by Bartels, as she explores the hard realities of racism
and its many faces during various eras of American history. . . .Compelling characters
make this winning debut also appealing for fans of general historical fiction."--Library
Journal "Bartels' debut tells the story of three Balsam women, each of a different era,
told against the backdrop of racism and violence in America. . . .will appeal to fans of
faith-based women's fiction authors like Colleen Coble."--Booklist ***** When Detroit
Free Press reporter Elizabeth Balsam meets James Rich, his strange request--that
she look up a relative she didn't know she had in order to deliver an old camera and a
box of photos--seems like it isn't worth her time. But when she loses her job after a
botched investigation, she suddenly finds herself with nothing but time. At her greataunt's 150-year-old farmhouse north of Detroit, Elizabeth uncovers a series of
mysterious items, locked doors, and hidden graves. As she searches for answers to
the riddles around her, the remarkable stories of two women who lived in this very
house emerge as testaments to love, resilience, and courage in the face of war,
racism, and misunderstanding. And as Elizabeth soon discovers, the past is never as
past as we might like to think. Debut novelist Erin Bartels takes readers on an
emotional journey through time--from the volatile streets of 1960s Detroit to the
Michigan's Underground Railroad during the Civil War--to uncover the past, confront
the seeds of hatred, and discover where love goes to hide. ***** "We Hope for Better
Things has it all: fabulous storytelling, an emotional impact that lingers long after you
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turn the last page, and a setting that immerses you. I haven't read such a powerful,
moving story since I read To Kill a Mockingbird in high school. This book will change
how you look at the world we live in. Highly recommended!"--Colleen Coble,
USAToday bestselling author of the Rock Harbor series and The View from
Rainshadow Bay "A timely exploration of race in America, We Hope for Better
Things is an exercise of empathy that will shape many a soul."--Julie Cantrell, New
York Times and USA Today bestselling author of Perennials "I applaud [Erin's]
courage, her authenticity, her beautiful turn of phrase, the freshness of her imagery,
and the depth of her story that speaks to a contemporary world where understanding
is often absent. We Hope for Better Things is a remarkable debut novel."--Jane
Kirkpatrick, award-winning author of Everything She Didn't Say "Erin Bartels's We
Hope for Better Things shares the joys and sorrows of three women from different
generations. A roller coaster of emotions awaits as you share the lives of these
women and hope along with them for better things."--Ann H. Gabhart, bestselling
author of River to Redemption "Storytelling at its finest. Erin Bartels delivers a
riveting story of forbidden love, family bonds, racial injustice, and the power of
forgiveness. We Hope for Better Things is a timely, sobering, moving account of how
far we've come . . . and how much distance remains to be covered. A compulsively
readable, incredibly powerful novel."--Lori Nelson Spielman, New York Times
bestselling author of The Life List "There is the Detroit we think we know, and there
is the Detroit full of stories that are never brought to the forefront. With We Hope for
Better Things, Erin Bartels brings full circle an understanding of contemporary
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Detroit firmly rooted in the past, with enthralling characters and acute attention to
detail. It's a must not just for Detroit lovers but also for those who need to
understand that Detroit history is also American history."--Aaron Foley, city of
Detroit's chief storyteller and editor of The Detroit Neighborhood Guidebook

Empty Bottles Full of Stories
vine and tea is a parody of milk and honey, a collection of the best vines ever created
in the form of low rate poetry. this book is trash but also the best thing you'll ever
read. vine fans you're welcome.

Able is She
She Just Wants to Forget is the follow up to the New York Times bestselling poetry
collection She Felt Like Feeling Nothing by r.h. Sin.

Planting Gardens in Graves
Shanghai, 1926: a sultry city lousy with opium, warlords, and corruption at the
highest levels. Into this steamy morass walks Richard Field, an idealistic Brit haunted
by his past and recently appointed to the international police. He’s not there long
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before called to the flat of a Russian prostitute, former daughter of privilege found
sadistically murdered, handcuffed to her bed. When he discovers among her
possessions a cryptic shipping log, he senses that this murder is more than a random
crime of perverse passion. What unfolds is a searing story that propels Field into a
confrontation with the city’s most ruthless and powerful gangster, and a dangerous
attraction to another salacious Russian whose sordid connections seem destined to
make her the next victim. Scintillating and subtle, The Master of Rain is a marvelous
debut. From the Trade Paperback edition.

We Hope This Reaches You in Time
A revised and expanded paperback edition of We Hope This Reaches You in Time by
Samantha King Holmes and r.h. Sin with all-new bonus material from the authors.
Ideas, poetry, and prose from bestselling authors Samantha King Holmes & r.h. Sin.

A Beautiful Composition of Broken
Offering a variety of advice for tapping into your creative voice, sharing your work
online, and honing your writing skills, You/Poet shows you how to express yourself
creatively through the art of poetry. You may think that writing poetry requires a
specific set of skills. You may have read books on writing poetry that were stuffy and
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full of strict rules and regulations. But You/Poet proves that all you need to be a poet
is the desire to share your inner thoughts and emotions with the world. Let
HerHeartPoetry—an online poetry community, Instagram, digital zine, and poetry
press—take you on a journey of self-discovery and surprise, and show you how to
embrace the world of writing poetry with arms wide open. Writing poetry is an act of
bravery. It’s just you, your thoughts and feelings, and the words you choose to
express them. You/Poet can help you do just that. With encouragement and advice on
poetry writing basics, how to identify your unique creative voice, and prompts and
exercises to help you channel your thoughts and emotions through writing, this all-inone guide will help you share your talent with the world.

Rest in the Mourning
An Empowering Book of Poems and Essays Fans of Milk and Honey by Rupi Kaur,
Her by Pierre Alex Jeanty, Whiskey Words and a Shovel by r.h. Sin, and The
Princess Saves Herself in this One by Amanda Lovelace will love The Boyfriend
Book by Michael E. Reid. No more boyfriends: 300 women sat down with Mike, and
after three hours, 299 of them agreed that they never wanted a boyfriend again. The
Boyfriend Book tells you why. Modern love poems and philosophy: When entrusting
her heart to somebody, a woman doesn’t want to worry about the bad and the ugly,
such as disloyalty and disrespect, indifference and contempt, micro-aggression and
outright violence. In a perfect world, every guy would be a “good guy,” and every
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guy would have her best interest at heart. Unfortunately, the real world is a
dangerous place, particularly when women have to let strangers in. And while some
women are decent judges of character, others don’t see the train coming until it hits
them. Not only does this book serve as a cautionary tale, it also offers an important
perspective on modern love and equips women with strategies to effectively change
their love life and, most importantly, their inner lives. Transform your life with this
powerful poetry book: Before you open this book, ask yourself: Where am I now?
What are my struggles? What sort of pain do I carry? What parts of myself have I
lost? Then, figure out where you want to be. This book will get you there. The
possibilities for rebirth and reinvention are endless – but it’s ultimately up to you to
make it all happen. This book will help you find a way to go forward that does not
involve sideways. Read it slow. Plant the seed. Let it grow. The Boyfriend Book is a
gripping collection of short stories, thoughts and poems from Just Mike The Poet.

Bird Box
a true message to her.I've seen women with broken heartsfought battleswith the
pieces and earn theirvictories.

The She Book
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What are you hiding behind your smile? If those empty bottles that line the walls of
your room could speak, what tales would they spill? So much of your truth is buried
beneath the lies you tell yourself. There’s a need to scream to the moon; there’s this
urge to go out into the darkness of the night to purge. There are so many stories
living inside your soul, you just want the opportunity to tell them. And when you
can’t find the will to express what lives within your heart, these words will give you
peace. These words will set you free.

The Sun and Her Flowers
Odysseus in America
Don’t Tell Me Not to Ask Why, Samantha King Holmes’s second solo poetry
collection following her bestselling Born to Love, Cursed to Feel, is a mirror that
reflects our honest truths. Holmes’s poems are like little stories, hooking readers
while navigating issues like body image, family relationships, loneliness, failed
relationships, and finding belonging. Don’t Tell Me Not to Ask Why is a call to
introspection, a demand for honesty, and an affirmation of second chances.

I Am Her Tribe
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Positive and powerful, I Am Her Tribe is a collection of poetry drawing on the viral
Instagram handle and online hashtag that serves to create moments of connection
through empowerment and storytelling. Focusing on inspiration, Doby's poetry invites
its reader to "Come as you are. Your tribe has arrived. Your breath can rest here."
both soft and fierce can coexist and still be powerful

How to Adult
There are moments when the heart no longer wishes to feel because everything it's
felt up until then has brought it nothing but anguish. In She Felt Like Feeling Nothing,
r.h. Sin pursues themes of self-discovery and retrospection. With this book, the poet
intends to create a safe space where women can rest their weary hearts and focus on
themselves.

She Just Wants to Forget
In the spirit of her bestselling series, Pillow Thoughts, Courtney Peppernell returns
with a new, empowering collection of poetry and prose. From heartbreak to dreaming
of and finding a new love to healing the heart to ultimately finding peace, the themes
in this book are universal but also uniquely individual to readers. Just as moving and
endearing as Peppernell's previous books, I Hope You Stay is a reminder of the
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resilience and hope needed after heartache and pain. The book is divided into five
sections, with poems ranging from free verse to short form. These words are a light
in the deepest hours of the night: Hold on. The sun is coming.

She's Strong, but She's Tired
Divided into five chapters and illustrated by Kaur, the sun and her flowers is a
journey of wilting, falling, rooting, rising, and blooming. A celebration of love in all its
forms. this is the recipe of life said my mother as she held me in her arms as i wept
think of those flowers you plant in the garden each year they will teach you that
people too must wilt fall root rise in order to bloom
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